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adobe flash media encoder is a utility that allows users to convert swf to video,
audio, flv, mov, mkv, avi, flv, mp4, mkv, h.264, and aac files. there is also a flash
media player in the same program to facilitate playback and edit. initially designed
for mac, this powerful and easy-to-use software has since been released for
windows. with adobe media encoder you can: flash media encoder allows you to
resize your video or still frames by previewing your work and getting an exact idea
of what it will look like when you are done. this program has a wide range of options
for the specific video and audio formats you desire. you can add even a watermark.
additionally, you are also able to choose the codec you want to use for your
converted video. the software delivers a flawless result and eliminates the need to
hand encode your videos. so whether you wish to convert flv to mov, mov to swf,
swf to mov, swf to mp4, mp4 to mov, flv to mp4, avi to mov, avi to mp4, mpeg to
mp4, mp4 to avi, mp4 to mpeg, flv to avi, flv to avi, mov to flv, mov to avi, mpeg to
avi, mpeg to mov, mp4 to avi, avi to mp4, or flv to flv, this program is going to get
the job done. the interface is user-friendly, it is easy to use. it supports batch
conversion by setting the video and audio settings by mp4 parameters. it is easy to
specify the content to be converted, no matter which format. users can get swf to
mp4 converter trial for free. need to buy the full version, it is the whole version of
the software. registration code is free. it is the time for the registration.
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